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WJEC
CRIMINOLOGY

WHY STUDY  
CRIMINOLOGY?

1 A-LEVEL EQUIVALENT

WHAT IS THE 
COURSE ABOUT?

If you have ever asked yourself questions such 
as; What are the different types of crime? Why 
do some people commit crime, while others do 
not? Why does some crime go unreported? How 
are communities affected by crime? How can 
we prevent crime? These are just some of the 
questions that Criminology attempts to answer. 

Through studying Criminology you will be 
challenged to become a critical thinker who can 
analyse and evaluate a variety of Sociological, 
Psychological and Biological explanations 
of crime while applying this knowledge and 
understanding to different aspects of criminality 
and the criminal justice system.

Changing Awareness of Crime 

In this unit you will explore how crime reporting 
affects society’s perception of crime and the 
role that the media play in this.

Criminology Theories

Criminologists have produced theoretical 
explanations of why people commit crime, but 
which is the most useful? Are these theories 
relevant to all types of crime? What can we 
learn from the strengths and weaknesses of 
each? How can these theories be applied to real 
life scenarios and real life crimes?

Crime Scene to Courtroom

The criminal trial process involves many 
different people and agencies. Learning about 
the roles of these will give you a clearer insight 
into what happens once a crime is detected and 
the process that leads to either a guilty or non-
guilty verdict.

Crime and Punishment

Most people in our society are law-abiding 
and unwilling to break laws. Law-breaking is 
frequently of the petty variety, so serious crime 
and repeat offending is often restricted to a few 
people who cannot or will not abide by the rules 
that most of us consider to be so important. 
Society has had to develop a complex system 
of mechanisms, processes and organisations to 
ensure that people do not break the law.
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